Directions to the Value Insights office
Gustav Mahlerplein 64b | 1082 MA Amsterdam
(Zuidas, ITO-Tower, 8th floor)
T: +31 (0)20 2379500

ITO –
Tower

Public Transport

Car

The Value Insights offices can be reached
conveniently by public transportation. The
Amsterdam Zuid train, tram and metro stations
are located 200 meters from the office building.
- Disembark at the Amsterdam Zuid station.
- Take the Gustav Mahlerplein exit (South).
- On the Gustav Mahlerplein (a square), the ITOTower is the second building on your right hand
side.
- If you enter the ITO-Tower, walk past the
reception and take the elevators on the right
side of the hall.
- Take the elevator to the 8th floor. When you
walk away from the elevators, you will see two
offices on your right. Value Insights is the left
one (Value Insights logo on the door).

From the A10 ring south, take exit S109 to
Amsterdam RAI.
Coming from the direction of Utrecht/
Amersfoort:
- Turn left at the end of the off-ramp (follow the
signs for WTC).
- Turn right at the traffic lights at the first street on
your right (at the Holiday
Inn hotel).
Coming from the direction of Den Haag/
Haarlem:
- Straight ahead at the end of the off-ramp (follow
the signs for WTC).
- The Holiday Inn is at your right hand side.
- You are now on De Boelelaan.
- After about 700 meters, at the first traffic lights,
turn right into Beethovenstraat.
- At the first traffic lights, at the ABN AMRO
building, turn left into Gustav
Mahlerlaan. From here, follow the signs for the
Mahler car park.
- The second building on your right hand is the
ITO tower. Drive past it and
turn right at the first road called Aaron
Coplandstraat.
- The entrance to the Mahler car park is after 25
meters, on the left.
Mahler car park
- Within the car park, follow the signs ‘ITO-toren’
(start making a sharp turn to the right when
entering the car park) and park your car there.
- Follow the green pedestrian signs “Kantoor ITO”
to get to the entrance of the ITO tower.
- Press the bell for ‘Reception ITO’ and they will
let you into the building via the hall with the
staircase. Go up one level to enter the reception
area.
- If you enter the ITO-Tower, walk past the
reception and take the elevators on the right side
of the hall.
- Take the elevator to the 8th floor. When you walk
away from the elevators, you will see two offices
on your right. Value Insights is the left one (Value
Insights logo on the door).

